We present comparison theorems for the eigenvalues of the covariant Laplacian acting on the sections of vector bundle with the structure group U(N).
INTRODUCTION
The Schriidinger operator with magnetic fields has been studied extensively (see, e.g., [l] and the references therein). In a series of papers [S-S], Malliavin has studied the first eigenvalue for the Schriidinger operator with magnetic fields in connection with stochastic oscillatory integrals. In L-91, one of the present authors has treated this problem and established a comparison theorem for the first eigenvalues of two such operators. The Schrodinger operator with magnetic field, considered by these authors, is nothing but the Laplace operator which is naturally associated with a covariant derivative on the trivial vector bundle Mx C over a Riemannian manifold A4 with a structure group U(1). We mention that such a covariant Laplacian is naturally connected with Wiener measure (see, for example, Lott [4] ). In this note, we mainly study the first eigenvalue of the Laplace operator associated with a covariant derivative on a vector bundle E over A4 with the structure group U(N) and obtain an estimate of the first eigenvalue, which is a generalization of [9] .
COVARIANT LAPLACIAN
Let (AI, g) be a compact, connected, orientable Riemannian manifold of dimension d. We consider a principal fibre bundle P with the structure group U(N) and the vector bundle E associated with P. We denote by a a connection form on P and by V, the corresponding covariant differential operator on the space of sections of E. On each coordinate neighborhood U, let G be the section defined by a(x) = (x, e) (e denotes the identity element of U(N)). The section (r induces a u(N)-valued l-form cr*a (u(N) is the Lie algebra of U(N)) which has the form o*a = ((o*a)L.id,xp),,j, where ((~*a)~= ((o*a)Lj)Eu(N).
Throughout this paper, we use the same notation a for o*a, since there is no fear of confusion. The covariant differential operator V, is of the form on U V,@(x) = ei 0 d+'(x) + $(x)jaij(x)ei @dx@ for + E T(E 1 U), where {e,} is a local basis of E. We refer to [3] for details about the connection on P and covariant derivative. On the space of sections T(E@ T*M), we introduce a scalar product by for $ = $'e, E I'(E), then by a simple calculation, we have
where A, is the Laplacian on M, (8"") is the inverse of (g,") and 6 is the adjoint operator of d.
COMPARISON THEOREM (1)
Let V be a C" function on M with values in the space of Hermitian matrices and set
It is well-known that H(,,., is covariant under gauge transformations. The gauge transformation group Q is defined as follows. By the representation Ad: U(N) + Aut(U(N)), i.e., Ad(g)h=ghg-', we can construct an associated fibre bundle P xAd U(N). We set 9 = ZJ P x Ad U(N)). Then y E ?? defines a bundle automorphism of P, which is called a gauge transformation. We define (y.~,G)(x)=~(x)lc/(x), 7. V=~~V~-', and y.cr is given locally by (v.cc)(x)=(y.cr),d.u~, where (~.cc),=y(x)a,(x)y(x))' -(dy(x)/ax") I)'. Now the gauge covariance of H reads
By the same argument as [9] , we see that the operator H(,,,,, has a discrete spectrum. For completeness, we present the proof. First we show that the semi-group Q, = e -'H(E.r'r on L'(E), generated by H,,,+ has a smooth kernel. Let X( t, x, IV) be the Brownian motion on it4 and let U, = u( t, x, w) be the horizontal lift of X(t, x, it') on P. We define M, as the solution of the differential equation
Mo=e, where we regard u, as an operator of CN into x;'(x). is given by where u E P, R(U) = x, and we regard u as an operator of CN into a; l(x) (4 PII.
(2) The kernel q(t,x, y) of {Qrjr2,,, an element in Hom(x,'(y), ICE'(X)), is given bj q(t,x, y)=uE[M,u,-9,.(X(t,x,w))] and is C"' in (x, y ) E A4 x M, where a,.( X( t, x, II')) is a generalized Wiener functional in the sense of S. Watanabe [lo] (6? is the Dirac &function at J with respect to the Riemannian volume dy).
Proof: Set uI= (X,, e(t)). Then e(t) satisfies the stochastic differential equation de;(t)= -txLt(X,)ej(t)odX@(t), which implies that u, i = (X,, e-'(t)) satisfies the stochastic differential equation It is easy to see that for any gauge transformation y E Y, ~((Ycc, ys, ?L') = v((c1, s, I'). By this gauge invariance, we do not need to consider the effect of gauge transformations. So we simply set P(s) = r((a, s, V) for s E T(E), ISI = 1. By using IsI -1, the first term can be calculated as (dfQs,dfQs)=j (dfQs,dfQs)(x)dm = I <&df)(x)dm= -(AMfrf).
The second and third terms in the bracket cancel, since where we used (s, s ) = 1 (X is the vector field corresponding to df ), which proves the lemma. THEOREM 
It holds that
For the first eigenvalues (i.e., n = 0), we can give a sufficient condition for the equality for (3.1). The following two remarks concern the non-vanishing condition of the eigensection in Theorem 3.3.
Remark 3.1. Let P xAd u(N) be the associated bundle defined by the representation Ad: U(N) + GL(u(N)). Then for any connection c( and P xAd u(N)-valued l-form /?, u + p defines a connection. Therefore, by the entirely same argument as [9, Theorem 5.11, we have the following: If there exists a non-vanishing eigensection for the least eigenvalue of H,, L,,, then so does for H,, + EB, vjr for sufficiently small E > 0. Remark 3.2. We can give an example, a modification of Example 1 given in [8] , for which there exists a non-vanishing eigensection. Let M be the one-dimensional unit circle S' = R/27cZ. We consider the trivial bundles: P = S ' x U( 2N) and E = S ' x CZN. We define 01= (af: d~)~ by a; =VGc(1-b;) 4. COMPARISON THEOREM (2) Throughout this section, we assume that the principal Iibre bundle P and its associated vector bundle E are trivial: P = Mx U(N), E = Mx C", and V is a scalar function. Since P is trivial, we can define a natural flat connection on P, which we denote by a,. The purpose of this section is to establish a comparison theorem for A,(tl, V) and AJcq,, V). In case that N= 1, c1 and V correspond to a magnetic vector potential and a (electric) scalar potential, respectively. Thus the comparison theorem concerns the influence of the magnetic fields on the spectra of the Schrijdinger operator. First we state the following easy
as before and let pj ( V) be the jth eigenvalue of L ". Then we have
The following theorem states that the presence of the magnetic fields increases the eigenvalues of the SchrGdinger operator. THEOREM 
Proof: We show that &(c(~, V) < A.,,(cI, V). For simplicity, we set p = pO( V). We can choose an eigenfunction p corresponding to p so that PE Cx(M) and p>O with IIpljL~,dmj= 1. We set A,,.,,=~-'(H~,,,-~)P. It is sufficient to prove I?,,, Vb > 0, since I?,,, I,, and H,,, y, -p are unitarily equivalent. For t,b E P(E), we have + (V-P)P' ltil'dm i =~~C(Pd~,pd~)+(~dp,clp~)+<pd~,arp~) +(crp~,~dp)+(ap~,pd~+~p~)ldm.
Noting that c( is skew-symmetric, we have ($ dp, cc& ) + (a~$, JI dp ) = 0. Thus we have ($,fic,.y,$)=~~ (d++&d++4)p2dm20, which implies the positivity of tic,,.,
The following theorem gives a necessary condition for the equality. =;j(d~i+a~;,dqi;+a~;)p2drn.
From this it follows that d6, = --aJi. Now since where we used the skew-symmetry of ~1, we see that (Ji, Jj) is constant.
On the other hand, since it holds that (di, Jj) = 6, at each point; that is, {Ji} is CONS at each Iibre of E. This means that there exists a 1' E Y such that dy = -cq, i.e., c( = -dy . y -', which proves the theorem.
